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The Future of 

Fitness

 You are probably expecting that 

this presentation will provide you 

with numerous studies

 Data Points

 Best Case Scenarios
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The Future 

of Fitness

Review the many stories about 
those businesses that failed to 
survive during the pandemic

Review those that survived and 
are doing very well with all the 
Covid regulations and restrictions

Discuss all the lessons learned
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The Future of Fitness

Discuss how 
successful each state 
was with their 
Governor and 
legislative teams

1
Review the power of 
the Fitness Industry 
in developing 
important policy 
during the shutdown

2
How being One 
Coordinated Fitness 
Industry before the 
Pandemic helped 
and supported our 
efforts

3
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Finally the 

Future of 

Fitness

 Review how prepared the Fitness Industry was in 

keeping its’ members engaged in the Club when they 

could not operate within our 4 walls

 The Success of our Virtual platforms when the pandemic 

hit in the areas of PT, Nutritional Counseling, Group 

Exercise

 The vibrant offering of Outdoor Classes available when 

the industry was shut down
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So what is the 
Future of the 

Fitness Industry

 What can we learn 

from the Past?
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So what is future of 
the Fitness Industry

 The Future of 
Fitness…………………..It is YOU

 Maybe a Different YOU for the 
future…….A Stronger YOU for the 
future…. 

 A More Involved YOU

 An individual that goes not only 
above the norm but Far Above 
the Norm
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It is You- let’s review the Future of 

Fitness and You

 What does the New You Care About?

 your Job …. Current job……NO

 your individual Club or your Company Network…..NO

That is the past….. It is to limiting… you will not 

be part of the future of Fitness
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So What is the Future 
of the Fitness Industry

 It is your Club …. Not the club 

of the past… It is the Club of 

the future

 What does that look like?

 How will this Change and 

enhance the Health and 

Wellness of The Community and 

the nation?
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What does this 

mean to you

 You need to start Local…then Regional then 

National and eventually Global- GHFA

 You need to become part of the national, global 

Initiative- NHFA/GHFA
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So what is the 

future of Fitness

 It is you and your club going beyond 

the boundaries of your 4 walls

 It is you and your club being more than 

just ONE Individual; ONE Club –ONE 

group of Clubs
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What Does 

That MEAN?
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Let’s start by knowing the facts for many 

of our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

 Politicians had a negative impression of 

what we do in The Health and Fitness 

Industry

They called us gyms 

They said we were super-spreaders

They said that we were no different than 

bars and casinos

FACT

#1
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 Our industry was aggregated as ONE-

regardless of how we run our business

 Regardless if we were not-for- Profit or 

Commercial

 Did not matter if we were studios or 

cross fits- which are fine but not what 

we do

Let’s start by knowing the facts for many 

of our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

FACT

#2
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 We thought we were all different but 

the rest of the world did not

 Gyms are Gyms

Let’s start by knowing the facts for many 

of our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

FACT

#3
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 Our industry was so splintered and also so 

small compared to the other industries that 

were lobbying their Congresspersons or state 

senators

 We had separate lobbying messages whether 

it be efforts by MFA or YMCAS/JCCS or 

Coalition of Gyms, IHRSA, Lifetime Fitness, 

Crunch, Equinox

 Simply, we were an embarrassment for an 

industry that is so critical to the Health and 

Wellness of the nation

Let’s start by knowing the facts for many 

of our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

FACT

#4
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 The Fitness Leadership and our 

employees were totally unprepared to 

handle such a pandemic

How could we be?

We were paralyzed

Let’s start by knowing the facts for many 

of our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

FACT

#5
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 A Miracle happened in the Industry

 Health and Fitness Clubs did the 
unthinkable

 They started to talk to each other regardless 
of their being a Studio, a Hospital Based Club, 
Commercial Club, Chain, Independent  

 They started to form Alliances in many states

 They shared Best Practices with each other

 New networks and relationships were built

 Competitors became associates that ran 
different business models 

Let’s start by knowing the facts for many 

of our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

FACT

#6
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Let’s start by knowing the facts for many of 

our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

 Developed united Strategies addressing 

our future and re-openings

 Working together, we were able to start 

building Advocacy platforms to present to 

our Governors, Chiefs of Staff and our 

local Senators and Mayors

 We started having a United Voice not just 

singular voices which were now louder 

and more powerful voices- we started to 

have ONE Message and ONE Voice

FACT

#7
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Let’s start by knowing the facts for many of 

our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

 Health and Fitness Clubs as well as 

Hospital based Clubs across most of the 

country had to experience the greatest 

business hardship in their history

We all had to learn had to survive

 22% did not survive

Maybe an additional 5%-10% will not 

have a choice but to close by 12/31

FACT

#8
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Let’s start by knowing the facts for many of 

our states that had extensive shutdowns 

and Restrictions

 We are better and safer Clubs since 
we have been involved with Covid 

Process Improvements

Sanitization and Safety has been 
significantly upgraded

New financial budgeting and 
safeguards have been established as 
well as new manpower structures and 
accountabilities 

FACT

#9
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Let’s start by knowing the facts for many of 

our states that had extensive shutdowns and 

Restrictions

 We are never going to let that happen 

to us again First to Close and Last to 

Re-open often with oppressive 

guidelines

This will only be true if we 

become part of the Future of 

Fitness Movement

FACT

#10
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So now we can begin!

 The presentation is now about the future 

and not the past

Understand

 You can run the best Club and You can be the best Club Executive 

but doing that in a vacuum is not going to  be the future of Fitness

 So what has to change
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The Future of Fitness

We must build 
relationships with policy 

makers and other key 
influencers now and 
before a future crisis

We must 
relentlessly 

communicate 
our value to all 

we serve

We must budget time 
and resources for 

advocacy alongside 
other enhanced business 

operations 
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BECAUSE

 This can Never Happen Again

 We will not accept equivalence with Bars, Restaurants and Casinos

 We will not accept the indignity of being shut down while providing critical 
services to our communities

 We will demand the respect we deserve as valuable community leaders
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BECAUSE

 Type 2 diabetes, obesity and 
cardiovascular disease are 
strongly associated with Severe 
Covid 19 experiences

 More than 4/10 adults suffer from 
Obesity and more than 1 in 8 has 
type 2 diabetes

 During the pandemic, 4 in 10 US 
adults reported symptoms of 
anxiety or depressive disorders

 The Nation needs the Health and Fitness Industry more 
than ever
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How are You the Future of Fitness as well as 
Your Club?

WHAT TYPE OF FITNESS 
LEADER ARE YOU?

ARE YOU PRO-ACTIVE 
OR REACTIVE?
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How are You the future of Fitness as 

well as Your Club

If you are a Reactive leader- you are like the vast 
majority of Club Operators and Owners.. 
Unfortunately, they may not realize or care to 
change in the new world of Fitness

If you have been Reactive in the past- does not 
mean you can not be a Proactive Fitness leader 
in the future
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Perhaps- you are only One Individual in a 

large company or Hospital based Club

It does not Matter

It does not IMPACT your ability to be the brightest light

It does not get in the way of becoming a very successful Fitness 
Leader that is committed to developing the Health and Fitness 
Industry strongly into in the future
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So What are the Ten Steps for a Fitness 

Individual and a Health and Fitness Club 

of the future

 Ten Steps for a Fitness Individual of The Future

1. Know your business better than anyone else in your company and 
community

 `Successful Fitness Individuals are always learning and taking on new 
responsibilities

 There are a tremendous offering of Free Learning Opportunities that are 
being put together by an outstanding Education Task Force that will be 
providing you CEU Classes that will continue to build your toolbox that 
are on the MFA website  

 You can attend live

 You can listen to archived webinars

 You can meet Mariann Murphy who oversees the Education 
Curriculum with Cosmo
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 There are other Resources that are available by Industry 
Experts that are provided by our Magazines and mostly 
offered free of charge. Need to get on their mailing list 
and have great speakers
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 There are virtual workshops 

throughout the year that are 

offered for a small fee and 

provide you with CEU’s

 Attend a Regional MFA Conference

 Attend the Medical Fitness 

Institute

 Attend the National Conference
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Step Two- Volunteer to Grow the Industry

 The strength of an Association like MFA, IHRSA and others is based on 
the efforts of individuals that volunteer their expertise that provides 
more resources to all who belong to the Association

 Become a Volunteer in MFA or IHRSA or ACE.   Or 2/3 or 3/3…. It does 
not cost your company any money and there are often easy to obtain 
corporate approvals required to be a volunteer for Industry task 
forces.

 Commit to being active in several industry groups- You will GROW!
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Step Three- You have to Show Up and 

be Active

 When volunteering on an Industry Committee it requires that you exhibit a 
personality trait that will get recognized quickly

You Have to Show-Up and Be Active

 Don’t be using a committee that you volunteered on to be your resume 
builder

 Your active participation in the Committee will naturally provide 
professional growth as well as organically grow your value and resume
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Step Four- Build Your 
Confidence and learn how to 
be an Effective Presenter

 The formula for getting better at Presenting is to Present 
and Present and Present

 Use every company meeting as a way to not only be better 
prepared then the rest of the attendees but as a way to 
practice your presentation skills- You will be noticed

 There are several great presentation platforms with 
Powerpoint and other more exciting ways of capturing slides 
and videos that attendees will enjoy seeing and 
remembering- Explore and Experiment
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Step Five- Master 

Networker

 Successful Individuals learn from 
individuals outside their own network 
that will provide their input and 
expertise in exchange for your input

 The Successful Fitness Leader needs to 
know massive number of individuals and 
leaders in the Fitness Industry-----
Commercial and Medical

 Always drop a note of appreciation or 
simply enjoyed meeting you and look 
forward to staying in contact
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Step Six- Be 
the best 
Business 
Fitness 
Professional 
that has a 
wide view of 
the world

 The Future of Fitness is having industry leaders like all 

in this room that go beyond their 4 walls and see what 

best practices are happening in other parts of the 

country and the world

 Let your staff and leadership know what is happening 

and incorporate into your business model at a level 

higher than where it was being performed
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Step Seven- You need to be regarded as Great 
at what you do?

38

The future fitness leaders have to be successful in not only their roles in their business 
but their business needs to be regarded as a bright stars in the industry

Are you part of a very good club that has been operating at a status quo or are you a 
member of a GREAT Team in your community that is recognized for how they positively 
impact the health, fitness and wellness of their communities that they serve? You can 
be the difference maker!

Great centers need to have their outstanding leaders be the voice in their communities,  
state and the entire industry



Step Eight- Be Generous with your Time, 

Talent and Programs

 The future power of The Fitness Industry is to have an army of Fitness Leaders 
that share best practices to make others better and most importantly, our 
communities healthier and stronger

 The best way to own the success of a Program is to share it with others and let 
them take it go the next level in their operations----Don’t worry, you will also 
benefit from learning about other programs and making them better in your 
Center

 Fitness Leaders of the future do not work a 40 hour per week schedule because 
they are adding to their roles volunteering for industry task forces, mentoring or 
attending meetings and conferences that do not fit the pre-covid work week-
because they are passionate about what they are doing to create the industry that 
continually is giving back more than possibly they receive….It is a vocation
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Step Nine - Be the Spokesperson 
for your Community as well as 
the Industry in the area of Health 
and Wellness

 Who knows YOU? Who needs to know YOU?

 Your Members- How many know you?

 The Staff- Do all staff know YOU?

 The Competition in your area- be different engage with 
other Clubs in conducting 2-3 community events per 
year

 The Population in your Community- Conduct lectures 
outside the 4 Walls

 The Mayor and local Town Council- Need to know YOU

 Your State Senator for your District and your 
Assemblypersons in your district- provide 2-3 Wellness 
events in their District that they attend- Need to know 
YOU and take YOUR Call

 Your US Congressperson- Needs to know YOU
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Step 10- Once you make the 
Commitment to be part of the Future 
of Fitness

 Unfortunately, there is no turning back… here is what to expect

 You will find yourself as a Fellow in MFA due to your involvement in 
growing the Industry and involved in various Spotlight Committees

 Future Board of Directors of MFA

 Member of The National Health and Fitness Alliance Team to get 465 
Congressional Districts covered for the Fitness Industry and be part 
of the Industry powerhouse

 Involved with The Industry Press telling the story and sharing best 
practices that will grow others

 Presenter at Industry Conferences as well as on various industry 
panels

 Representing the total Industry with passion and understanding  to 
the Governor in your state as well as nationally clearly showing the 
value of our Industry
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Summary on your Personal Role in 

growing The Future of Fitness 

 WOW

 I was not looking to have to do that?

 Why ME!

 Can’t I just lay back and let others do that?

 It is simple……If you want to have a future to 
live into that challenges you everyday…..

 BE THE FUTURE OF FITNESS
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The Health and 

Fitness Clubs of 

The Future
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The Health and 
Fitness Center of 
the Future

 There are two types of Clubs that 
have survived Covid 19

 Clubs at Risk Long-Term may be 
Clubs that were not severely 
impacted with Closures and 
Restrictions due to Covid 19

 Clubs with the greatest 
opportunity long-term are the 
Clubs that had extended closures 
and heavy restrictions

 REALLY?
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Clubs that had limited 

Impact from Covid 19

 We know that All Clubs were impacted by Covid 19

 Clubs in numerous states had limited impact and were 
able to regain their businesses and restart their businesses

 They feel great today when seeing how many of us in the 
industry are surviving barely, having lost everything

 Many Hospital based Clubs were protected due to their 
ability to fund the Clubs and staff during the closures 
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Clubs that had 

been severely 

Impacted by 

Government 

Regulations 

and Closures

46

 I would say to you firsthand having laid 
off over 700 employees and running a 
$30,000,000 company with 5 people for 
6 months

 Losing 3,500 of 6,000 Members in one 
location and 2,250 of 3,000 Members in 
our smaller location as of 3/31/21

 Having 9 months of continued net 
profit losses from 10/1-20- 6/30/21 in 
our main location and 11 consecutive 
months of Net profit losses

 Losing 22 % of the industry and possibly 
an additional 5-7 % by 12/31/22



Clubs that had been 
severely Impacted by 
Government Regulations 
and Closures

 We will be stronger than ever in 2023

 We are new companies

 We are a different companies

 We had 6 months to reexamine every line 
item and program

 We had 6 months to learn firsthand the 
way the industry was viewed- perhaps 
rightly viewed

 We re-formulated what our priorities 
would be for the future----It is more than 
just our business that impacts our Future-
there are outside forces that we never had 
to address that took every penny that we 
had…
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So what is the Future of 

Fitness

 It is the assembly of Health, Fitness and 
Wellness Centers that are focused on 
achieving outstanding outcomes for 
their members and clients

 Actively involved and investing time 
and resources with non- members 
especially those under-served in their 
district with special events that must 
include a combined community effort 
by our industry that is also actively 
involved in Political Advocacy that will 
protect and grow our Industry

 No LONGER A CHOICE
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So what is the Future of 

Fitness

 It is simple

 Showcase to all in your community that you as well as other 
Clubs in your market play a major and perhaps the most 
important role of any business 

 Broadcast that we are not only safe and sanitized but how we 
are socially distanced and have a Club that can never not be 
open again whether virtually, Outside or with safety 
adjustments that make all feel safe

 We have all experienced the blatant Dis and Mis-
information about the 99% of our Industry nationally and 
regionally

 Do not understand why the Press went after our industry 
with such force that we needed to always defend ourselves

 It can not Happen Again- Working together as ONE, we will 
be prepared and are preparing today……. You Need to be 
Part of The Movement
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What are the Key Characteristics of the 

Centers that will build the Future of Fitness

We can no longer be separate like many feel today… Regardless of what we think we are… 

We are all part of the Future of Fitness…..and….It does not care if you are….

 Hospital Based Clubs- what a terrible designation- you are more than that Designation

 YMCAS and JCCS

 Commercial Clubs

 Medical Fitness Clubs

 College Athletic Centers

 Parks and Rec

 Military Bases

 We are ONE INDUSTRY and can possibly have important designations but the lines of demarcation have been 
erased… The Future of Fitness is based on one simple premise….. WE ARE ONE! 
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What does all this mean?

 I was asked to develop this presentation on the Future of Fitness

 These are my ideas and also many from others in the Health and Fitness Industry, 
Governors, Congresspersons, State Politicians as well as National and Local 
lobbyists

 Not everyone needs to agree

 Here are now the Ten Steps that Clubs that are building the Future of Fitness can 
incorporate into their business model

 Total Transparency

 MFA Board Member

 MFA Fellow

 One of Ten Members of The National Health and Fitness Alliance- Mission is ONE Voice for 
the Industry
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One last thing

 I am going to recommend several companies in this 

presentation

 I have no financial relationship with any of the 

companies that are in this presentation. I believe that 

they are very reasonable and able to be incorporated 

into your Strategic Plan for 2022
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Here are the 

Ten Steps for 

the Business 

53

These are written now for the 
Business Leader responsible for the 
successful growth of their Health, 
Fitness and Wellness business

These are recommendations that 
you can choose some or all of the 
recommendations



Step 1- What is Your Positioning in the 

marketplace post Covid

 Think about a different type Campaign than you are possibly used to having to 

drive memberships

 It is about Reconnecting with You, Friends, Community… you take it from there
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Step 2- The start after signing them up

 How do you protect your new Members from getting lost?

 How are you really doing in getting your New Members Assessed or to their 
FITCHECK appointment- which includes an INBODY, MAPS and ½ hour starting 
workout with the trained Personal Trainer that understands the importance of 
this appointment

 Here is a Tip that has worked very well for The Atlantic Club

Non Negotiable Enrollment Fee

 We started on 1/1/21 and we charge $99

 Our Wellness Coordinators book their Fitcheck based on the new Member’s 
availability as well as a trainer. Wellness Coordinator is incentivized only 
when the new Member shows up

 We provide a $99 Credit to their account when they get their FITCHECK 

 48% do not book an appointment or show up which we will enter into Keep Me by our 
Fitness leadership

 26% of the 52% remaining purchase Personal Training and get a great start. Fitness 
leadership places them also into Keep Me that schedules 90 day notification that it is time 
to have another FITCHECK55



Step 3- Use Automation 
to stay in 
communication with the 
new Member 

 We are launching Keep Me on 11/1 as 

our CRM that will automate the 

delivery of Messages to the New 

Member while letting the designated 

Salesperson/Wellness Coordinator be 

aware of each communication and add 

to the introduction

 Be sure your CRM can do this function
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Step 4- Review your 

Membership Model

 Are you easy to sell a Membership to a Prospect or do you 
have complicated or sometimes viewed as Tricky or 
traditional Fitness Membership models?

 What if you considered grandfathering all your current 
Members and creating a new Membership Model that 
maybe more expensive and let them add-on what they 
would like to add

 Example:

 New Membership $125- (represented on all New 
members after 1/1/20, a $9 Dues Increase)

 Add Nursery

 Add Suspensions

 Add Paddle

 Add Hydro-Massage

 New Summer Outdoor Pool Membership
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Step 5- Why will people join your Club-

Because your Club is Safe- Sanitization and 

Cleaning

 Prior to March 16, 2020, we were fighting Covid 19 with whatever chemicals 

we could find- many were very toxic and required staffing to mix properly. 

Some products recommended leaving the area for 15-30 Minutes. We agreed 

that this could not be continued when we reopened

 Our goal was to find a Chemical Free, non- toxic Sanitizing and Cleaning 

solution that would kill the virus and eliminate all chemicals on the 

campuses. We found Viking Pure Products…

 Also wanted to have Surgery Center levels of Sanitization and employed 

across all areas of the Campus, Electrostatic Sprayers. We have more on our 

campus than our Hospital

 Active and Safe Certification- available for free to all of you and comes from 

World Health Organization and is a great guide
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Step 6- Members want to be Safe- Social 

Distancing

 It is important to learn the lessons of Covid 19 by 

establishing proper Social Distancing of Equipment 

throughout the Facility

 Social Distancing should not be area that a Club falls back 

into having equipment to close… there will be other 

maladies that Social Distancing will help offset 
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Step 7 Members want to feel Safe-

Virtual and Group Exercise Classes

 Your Virtual Platform needs to be comprehensive in Club and Out of Club

 The Virtual Platform needs to be simple, exciting and we used two new 

resources that we uncovered during our shutdown

 Smart Health Clubs APP- allows our Members to enjoy over 130 Les Mills 

Classes as well as our own instructors which we will begin adding 15 new 

classes each month outside the Club

 Les Mills is our Virtual Platform that we also use throughout the day in 

our Virtual In Club Studios- so our Members are comfortable with the 

content
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Step 7- Members want to feel 
Safe- Virtual and Group 
Exercise Classes

 We learned that our prior class ratios were 
not focused on Social Distancing. All Classes 
and Lap Swimming require Reservations 24 
hours in advance

 Group Exercise should be reviewed by type 
of classes and identify the maximum 
number of participants; HIIT has more space 
allocated per individual then Mind/ Body 
classes

 All Group Exercise that are high intensity 
are located in spacious and safe areas- we 
found additional spaces 
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Step 8- Clubs need to solidify 
their Virtual Platform for 
Nutritional Counseling, Personal 
Training and Virtual Classes

 Clubs need to be ready today, to offer virtual 
Personal Training from their APP, Virtual Nutritional 
Counseling with RDS as well as Webinars 

 We utilize Smart Health Clubs to deliver all Virtual 
Personal Training, Group Exercise and Classes and 
use Healthie for Virtual Nutritional Counseling.

 Having the platform will avoid Trainers and GE 
from needing to leave your Club 

 We need to be prepared NOW… not only in the 
case of another pandemic but the changing 
consumer that may prefer doing it in the 
comfort of their homes versus commuting to a 
class 62



Step 9 - Take the Club Outside

 Clubs need to be prepared with 
OUTDOOR Options for Group Exercise 
that do not look temporary

 There are individuals that prefer not 
being inside and having OUTDOOR 
Options especially with high intensity

 You need to make it special looking-
like studios would do

 It is not temporary- it is long term
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Step 10- Diversify your 
Business so it is more than 
just Membership Dues

 How can you diversify your business to be able to 
rebound stronger in the event of a future event?

 The Atlantic Club benefitted by being a club that was 
33% Membership Dues and 67% Ancillary

 Start thinking how you can better diversify your 
Center 
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Step 11- It is all about your 
Team- this is actually #1-
Learning Organization

 Be a Learning Organization- support your team 
in attending not only National Conferences but 
also Regional and other growth workshops like 
SIBEC or Club Solutions Retreat

 Invest in Training in all areas of The Club

 Consider utilizing Club Connect that allows 
your staff to receive CEUS from a wide array of 
Personal Training  Courses but also in the area 
Customer Service and Safety  

 Promote to all your Team, all the benefits of a 
MFA Membership for new learning Opportunities

 Consider also joining other Associations that 
will grow and develop your team
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Step 12-It is all about your Team-

Developing Leaders

Become
Become involved in your local Political Advocacy by not only having leadership involved 
but other key Members of the Team. Your Club with YOU at the lead will be accountable 
and own representing your Club and our great industry to 13 key politicians in your 
district.

Emphasize Emphasize that our Clubs are only as GREAT as the Fitness Industry in your state. We all 
need to be available and involved in the new future of Fitness model 

Get Involved
Health, Fitness and Wellness Centers need to allow and promote their Leaders to get 
involved in the Fitness Industry outside their 4 walls and showcase why your Center 
positively impacts the community
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Step 13- It is all About Your Team-

Community Advocates

67

 Work with your Leaders and all the staff to identify under-served groups that your team will 
support to provide opportunities for these populations to understand the benefits of MOVING 
and that EXERCISE and NUTRITION ARE MEDICINE…It is not about memberships

 If Clubs of the future will work on 2-3 projects per year in the area, your center will be 
known and respected for your using your skills and expertise to positively impact the lives of 
those less fortunate

 Multiply by 450 districts across the country, our Industry will not only impact thousands of 
individuals in need, motivate your team members but also establish the positioning to the 
nation what our Fitness Industry of the future means to the Health of the entire nation

 Commit that your Club will take on the 13 Individual Challenge



Step 14- IT IS ALL ABOUT 
YOUR TEAM- SHOW YOU 
CARE FOR THEM

 SHOW YOU CARE with having fun Fitness 
Contests that focus on movement and 
becoming Healthier…Target 1 per quarter

 SHOW YOU CARE with having Educational 
Wellness Seminars that will enhance the 
health of All your team as well as their 
families. Target 9 per year by your 
Leadership Team

 SHOW YOU CARE by having special events 
just for your Staff at key times of year 
that have fun prizes; Halloween Contest, 
Holiday Party, Summer Party
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Step 15- The size of your Center Does Not 

Impact your role into the Future of Fitness

The areas covered in this section applies to all sizes of Centers

It has addressed areas that will positively impact your business 
into the future

It will expand your scope and enhance your contributions to the 
Fitness Industry of the Future and grow your business stronger 
into the future 
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Overview 

of this 

Discussion 

on the 

Future of 

Fitness
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It is all about YOU

Covered 10 Facts about The Fitness Industry during the re-opening process 

Discussed 10 areas for the Leaders of The Future of Fitness

Provided15 areas where Centers can be focused in building the Future of Fitness

Reviewed the key components that will protect Centers in the event of another 
required closing

Discussed the new important role that Political Advocacy needs to have in all of 
our business plans from a time commitment and potential investment to protect 
our industry



Last words

 Do you want to work like you have in the past ? Is it 
Challenging Enough

 Could you be doing more with your talents and expand 
your contribution within your business that can transition 
into a significant role in the Fitness Industry of the 
future

 Do you want to become a Leader in the Future of The 
Fitness Industry which will require thinking beyond the 4 
walls of your Center

 The future of the Fitness Industry needs many more 
strong and passionate leaders and it does not matter 
what sector they are currently designated. 

 Remember, we were all considered as 
ONE
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 We are in a great Industry that is growing!

 The Fitness Industry invites everyone to become part 
of the Future of Fitness

 Working together, we will make the United States a 
Healthier Nation as well as working as ONE to help 
those under-served in our communities

 We are ONE Voice and you are now able to determine 
what role you want to play .. 

 My intention of this presentation was that YOU GO 
FOR IT… Think BIG and enjoy the journey that it will 
lead in your future Fitness Career 
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Last words
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Thank you for your 
Contributions and for Showing 

Up this Week at MFA


